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What is Pupil Premium?
Pupil Premium funding is a national initiative, launched in
2011, designed to raise attainment for all disadvantaged
pupils.
‘Closing the attainment gap between disadvantaged children and their
peers is the greatest challenge facing English Schools. The gap is
stubborn because its causes are entrenched and complex, and most lie
beyond the control of schools and educators. However, it is clear that
schools can make a difference.
In England, the gap has closed in both primary and secondary schools
since the introduction of the Pupil Premium, and in every part of the
country schools have demonstrated how great teaching and careful
planning can make a huge impact on the outcomes of disadvantaged
children.’
Education Endowment Foundation – The EEF Guide to Pupil Premium funding

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Pupil_Guidance_iPDF.pdf
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What is Pupil Premium?
For children between Reception and Year 6, a
“disadvantaged pupil”, as defined by the DfE, is one
that falls into any of the following criteria:
•

Has been eligible for a benefits-related free school meal at any time
in the past six years (Ever 6)

•

Is ‘looked after’ by a local authority (CLA)

•

Has ever been ‘looked after’ by a local authority (PCLA)

The Pupil Premium grant has two tiers of funding:
Pupil Premium £1345
(benefits-related free school meal eligibility)
Pupil Premium Plus £2345
(A child looked after by the local authority or
previously looked after the by the local authority)
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Early Years Pupil Premium
Early Years Pupil Premium is additional government funding for up to £302 a year to support the development, learning
and care of your three or four-year-old child based on eligible criteria.

The funding is used by the childcare provider as they think best
to support your child in the following areas:
Personal, social and emotional development
Communication and language
Physical development
Literacy
Mathematics
Understanding the world
Expressive arts and design
The Early Years Pupil Premium is available for any hours up to a
maximum of 15 hours per week in accordance with the free
entitlement to early education for all three and four-year-olds.
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Does your child qualify for this funding?
To be eligible you must receive one of the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Income Support
Income-based Jobseeker's Allowance
Income-related Employment and Support Allowance
Support under part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999
The guaranteed element of State Pension Credit
Child Tax Credit (provided you're not also entitled to Working Tax Credit and have an annual gross income of no
more than £16,190)
Working Tax Credit run-on, which is paid for four weeks after you stop qualifying for Working Tax Credit.
Working Tax Credit
Universal Credit net earnings threshold of £7,400. A typical family earning around this threshold, depending on their
exact circumstances, would have a total annual income of between £18,000 and £24,000 once benefits are taken
into account. Households earning under this threshold will be eligible for EYPP.
Or has your child:
Been in local authority care for one day or more in England or Wales
Been adopted from care in England or Wales
Left care under a special guardianship order or residence order in England or Wales
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Areas of Focus
‘Good teaching is the most important lever schools
have to improve outcomes for disadvantaged pupils.’
The EFF Guide To Pupil Premium
Hackbridge Primary School’s strategy aims to reduce all aspects of inequality. Our approach is
rooted in tackling the learning gaps in the classroom and other significant causes of disadvantage.
We work hard to address:
• Unlocking the curriculum – We will help all pupils access the wider school curriculum through
the skill of reading.
• Communication skills – We will ensure pupils can demonstrate their understanding, express
their feelings and ask questions.
• Raising aspirations – All staff must be objective in the pursuit of high expectations for all pupils
regardless of background.
• Self-esteem and confidence – Pupils must feel successful in their learning and aware of their
value to the school community.
• Improving staff knowledge and skills – Staff must be aware of and equipped to tackle the
barriers facing our disadvantaged pupils.
• Enhance Parental engagement in supporting learning behaviours both in school and at home.
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How much Pupil Premium funding does Hackbridge Primary
School receive?
Number of pupils and pupil premium grant (PPG)
received April 2020-2021

Total number of pupils on roll
(YR- Y6)

627

Total number of pupils eligible for
PPG

118

Amount of PPG per pupil

£1345

Total amount of PPG received

£158710

Pupil Premium is not ring-fenced either to the eligible cohort of children, or to an individual eligible child. This allows schools to, for instance, pool funds
to employ a staff member to support a group of children which may include some who are not entitled to PP or PP+, as long as the provision is primarily
designed to support the PP/PP+ cohort.
As funding is paid to the school according to the financial year (April to April) and not the academic year, pooling allows schools to account for shortfalls
when a new eligible child starts school, and leftover funds when a child leaves.
Please note. For PP/PP+ children, as for all children, we will be utilising the government’s coronavirus National ‘Catch-Up’ funding to address post7
COVID curriculum recovery in addition to the National Tutoring Fund.

How much Early Years Pupil Premium funding does
Hackbridge Primary School receive?
Number of pupils and early years pupil premium grant
(EYPPG) received April 2020-2021
Total number of pupils on roll
Nursery

56

Total number of pupils eligible for
PPG
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Amount of PPG per pupil

£302

Total amount of PPG received

£1812

Pupil Premium is not ring-fenced either to the eligible cohort of children, or to an individual eligible child. This allows schools to, for instance, pool funds
to employ a staff member to support a group of children which may include some who are not entitled to PP or PP+, as long as the provision is primarily
designed to support the PP/PP+ cohort.
As funding is paid to the school according to the financial year (April to April) and not the academic year, pooling allows schools to account for shortfalls
when a new eligible child starts school, and leftover funds when a child leaves.
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Expectations of all learners –
desired impact over time
By the end of year 6:

Expectation

How we ensure this happens

Pupils have high aspirations for
themselves and recognise their
full potential

Whole school focus on well-being.
P.S.H.E. Curriculum.
Pupils are confident.
High expectations for all approach.
Careers week.
Links with local High Schools.
Transition to High School.

Pupils reach age related
expectations in all three core
subjects

PiXL Therapy’s/Interventions.
Track reading and writing speeds.
Progress meetings held half-termly.
‘Bring My parent To SATs Morning’
Holiday Homework.
Mock assessment weeks.
Easter School .

Pupils can read fluently

Regular reading assessments focusing on the different elements: reading
speeds, understanding of the different reading domains and
application/approach to a formal assessment.
PiXL Therapy’s/Interventions.
Progress meetings held half-termly.

Pupils are confident
communicators

Pupil voice.
Restorative Practice.
‘Engage’ and ‘Express’ events.
A range of roles on offer: School Council/Sports Supremo's/ Prefects/ECO
Warriors.

Pupils are confident
mathematicians

Teaching for mastery approach: concrete, pictorial and abstract
representations.
Regular assessment and feedback.
High expectations of success for all pupils with high ceiling and low floor tasks.
Pupils expected to explain using full sentences and correct terminology.
Small steps of learning.
Misconceptions planned for.
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PiXL Therapies/interventions.

Current Attainment
Pupils eligible for PP
(school)

Pupils NOT eligible for PP
(2019 national average)

Difference (school vs
national other)

National Difference 2019

Percentage of pupils achieving a good level of
development (GLD) at the end of the Early Years
Foundation Stage

100%

74%

26%

-17%

Percentage of Year 1 pupils achieving the expected
standard in the phonics screening check

100%

84%

16%

-13%

Percentage of pupils achieving the expected standard
in the phonics check by the end of Year 2

86%

93%

-7%

-7%

Percentage of pupils who achieved expected
standard in reading

73%

78%

-5%

-16%

Percentage of pupils who achieved expected
standard in writing

64%

73%

-9%

-18%

Percentage of pupils who achieved expected
standard in mathematics

73%

79%

-6%

-16%

Percentage of pupils who achieved expected
standard in reading

71%

78%

-7%

-16%

Percentage of pupils who achieved expected
standard in writing

67%

83%

-16%

-15%

Percentage of pupils who achieved expected
standard in mathematics

74%

83%

-9%

-15%

Percentage of pupils achieving the expected
standard in reading, writing and
mathematics combined

64%

70.5%

-6.5%

-18.5%

Key Stage 2

Key Stage 1

Results of Statutory Assessments - Summer
2019
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Teaching priorities for 2021-2022
Aim

Target

Target date
(Data released)

Progress in Reading

Exceed national average progress scores in KS2 Reading

September 2022

Progress in Writing

Exceed national average progress scores in KS2 Writing

September 2022

Progress in Mathematics

Exceed national average progress scores in KS2
Mathematics

September 2022

Year 1 Phonics Screening
Check

Exceed national average expected standard

September 2022

Year 4 Multiplication Check

Exceed national average expected standard

September 2022

Other

Reduce absence of disadvantaged pupils to below
national average

September 2022
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How we use Pupil Premium funding
‘Evidence suggest that pupil premium spending is most effective when schools used a tiered approach, targeting spending across the following
3 areas below but focusing on teaching quality – investing in learning and development for teachers.’ (DfE (2020) Use of Pupil Premium)
Targeted Academic Support (40% of total funded
allocated) (used where appropriate)
Teaching (44% of total funded allocated)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily whole-class reading approach
Rich texts embedded into the curriculum
Phonics decodable texts
Explicit vocabulary and ‘word awareness’ teaching in
lessons
Opportunities for ‘talk’ built into lessons
Use of the ‘Visual lenses’ from Jane Considine’s ‘Writing
Rainbow’
Use of Word/knowledge mats and other organisers
Fast feedback approach to assessment
Teaching for Mastery approach for Maths
Use of manipulatives in all classes for Maths
Same day interventions
PiXL approach to assessment
CPD modules for all teaching staff based on evidential
research and quality academic texts
External training for all teaching staff and support staff
based on an annual skills audit
Coaching programme for ‘Early Career Teachers’ to
ensure quality first teaching

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interventions groups for phonics, reading, spelling, mathematics and fine-motor
skills
Phonics booster Interventions
Precision Teaching for targeted pupils
KS2 PiXL Teaching (led by Seniors Leaders)
PiXL Programme to accelerate learning of key marginal pupils
Online learning platforms such as: Bug Club, TT Rockstars and Sumdog
Pre-teaching and misconception groups
Greater Depth Writing Group in KS2 (led by Senior Leader)

Wider Strategies (16% of total funded allocated)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily Mile Initiative
Free early morning/lunchtime/after-school extra-curricular clubs
Easter School (Year 6)
Enrichment activities to increase cultural capital
ELSA provision (including nurture groups or 1:1 sessions)
Family Support Worker
Multi-Family Group
Careers Week
Wilsons Grammar School
Kingston University
Subsided trips and visitors
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Teaching aims for disadvantaged pupils for 2020 - 2021
Measure

Activity

Challenges

Priority 1

Ensure quality first teaching across the school for all staff including support staff.

CPD in terms of online modules/training/webinars etc. was
a strength. Team teaching and peer observations has been
a difficulty due to Covid restrictions across the school for
this academic year.

Priority 2

Ensure all relevant staff have received training to deliver ‘The Write Stuff’
approach to writing.

School and bubble closures have limited the number of
independent writing opportunities across the school year.

Priority 3

Ensure all relevant staff have received training to deliver ‘Hooked on Books’
approach to whole class reading.

School closures in the spring term delayed the launch of
‘Hooked on Books’. The new approach was launched in the
summer term a number of bubble closures during the
summer term did prevent those children who did not
engage with online learning accessing the lessons.

Priority 4

Ensure additional support for children is delivered effectively across the year
group.

Year groups have responded to data analysis and organised
interventions, support groups, booster groups etc. in
response. This has continued throughout this academic
year however capacity to achieve this has been a challenge
due to class bubbles. Mixing of cohort interventions which
is usual practice has been avoided. Staff absence and Covid
restrictions has impacted on effective delivery at different
points across the year.
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Targeted academic support for 2020 - 2021
Measure

Activity

Challenges

Priority 1

Ensure all relevant staff are trained to deliver Speaking and Listening
programmes daily.

All relevant staff have had the NELI training and
are delivering the programme to a targeted group
of children. Both the amount of time and volume
of admin has put pressure on staff delivering the
training and staff capacity remaining in the EYs.

Priority 2

Establish small group interventions programmes for reading a, spelling, phonics
and fine motor skills for disadvantaged pupils falling behind age-related
expectations.

Interventions, support groups, booster groups
etc. has continued during this academic year
however capacity to achieve this has been
challenge due to class bubbles. Mixing of cohort
interventions which is usual practice has been
avoided.

Priority 3

To accelerate the learning of Key Marginal pupils following the PiXL programme.

Key marginal pupils were identified in summer
2020 by the year 5 team. Interventions were in
put in place for identified children. It has not had
the maximum impact we would expect for all due
to self isolation/school closures and staffing
constraints from the academic year.

Priority 4

Establish booster groups for greater depth children in Key Stage 2.

Greater depth maths and writing groups did not
happen due to senior teacher capacity and space.
GD maths was targeted in class by teachers.
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Wider strategies for 2020-2021
Measure

Activity

Challenges

Priority 1

Increase cultural capital of all pupils through enrichment activities.

Engage and express events have happened when it has
been safe to do so. Educational visits have not happened
this academic year. Educational workshops have been used
as an alternative to motive and enthuse.

Priority 2

Ensure pupils in need have increased levels of resilience, emotional
literacy and self regulation.

Elsa Provision has been available to those in need of this
particular support. Recovery curriculum has been used
throughout the year. The PSHE curriculum has been led by
a senior teacher and has remained a constant focus due to
the challenges children have presented as a result of school
closures and lockdowns.

Priority 3

Raise aspiration for children by introducing them to the world of work.

Careers week continued despite school closure. Careers
week was virtual which in fact made it more accessible for
the volunteers who met with the children. We had a vast
range of volunteers from the world of work it was by far
the most successful carers week.

Priority 4

Improving attendance and readiness to learn for the most disadvantaged
pupils.

Senior leaders monitor attendance figures. Regular
communication and support in place. Devices and routers
loaned to families during school/bubble closures. Regular
phone calls home to those families who did not engage
with the online learning.
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Monitoring and Implementation
Area

Challenge

Mitigating actions

Teaching

Ensure enough time is given over to allow staff for staff to implement new
changes to the delivery of literacy curriculum.

Use of INSET days, staff meetings and release for
further CPD/support.

Target support

Ensure provision is accurately targeted and that the required progress is
made through the delivery of relevant intervention.

Time to analyse and action against data, termly pupil
progress meetings to discuss impact of teaching and
any provision put in place.

Wider strategies

Engaging the families facing the most challenges.

Families are signposted to: parenting workshops, child
and family support worker, virtual webinars,
information leaflets and offered in-school support.

Review: last year’s aims and objectives
Area

Outcome

Progress in Reading

Due to a widening gap for disadvantaged pupils in this subject area. As a result a fully decodable approach to phonics and whole class
reading will be embedded and enhanced. Opportunities for staff to observe lead teachers to ensure consistency across the school.

Progress in Writing

Due to a widening gap for disadvantaged pupils in this subject area. We will continue to embed TWS approach across the school. A
writing pacer has been agreed for each year group. The pacer covers a range of genres to ensure good coverage and independent
writing opportunities for assessment. Opportunities for staff to observe lead teachers to ensure consistency across the school.

Progress in
Mathematics

Due to a widening gap for disadvantaged pupils in this subject area. As a result we will use our maths mastery specialist and maths
team to support quality first teaching. We will continue to focus on fluency in particular EYFS and KS1. We will be revisiting the 5 big
areas of teaching for mastery including variation.
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